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PROCLAMATION NO. 655/2009
A PROCLAMATION ON BIOSAFETY

ֳደֱׁ ـይወُ የወጣ ዋጅ
ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ)ֵክ
ׁገ אግُם
ׂשጽ
ׂשጽ
ׂשጽ #4 እ0
ׂשጽ (2
የـደገገው የ ካּתֹו
 ּתֹוደֱُ  ُ)אየרው0
የ 6ُ ጤ0፣ የ ካּתֹו
 ּתֹוደֱُ፣ ֹוጠ
ֹוጠ:ֶዩו
የ ገףֱד ّעዊ0 ኮ@גያዊ BCٍዎ٤
ከָውጥ ׁያዋ ֵከ ָـከג٤ָ ጠI אጠI
ፈֶጊ ֳגያደץገው፤

WHEREAS, the environmental rights provided
under Articles 44 and 92 of the Constitution of the
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia require that
human and animal health, environmental wellbeing
and, in general, the socio-economic conditions of the
country be protected from risks that may arise from
modified organisms;

NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with Article
ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ)ֵክ 55(1) of the Constitution of the Federal Democratic
ׁገ אግׂש ُםጽ
ׂשጽ $5/1/  ُנטאየגከֳـው Republic of Ethiopia, it is hereby proclaimed as
ٍውጇָ፡፡
follows:
1.

ጭץ ץዕ
ይֱ ዋጅ “የደֱׁ ـይወُ ዋጅ ּׁשጥ
ּׁשጥץ
6)$5/21” ֵ ֹ)ـጠׂש
 ׂשይ٤ֶָ፡፡

2.

ُץጓה
የ:ִ ግץُ ֶַ )ֹוጉ וካֶרጠው ץׂשـ
ዚֱ ዋጅ ውጥ፡-

1. Short Title
This Proclamation may be cited as the “Biosafety
Proclamation No.655./2009”.

2. Definitions
In this Proclamation, unless the context otherwise
requires:
1/

1/ “ָውጥ ׁያው” ר ֳُדው  ^ףרየֲ
ወይ וከֶַ ׁያው የـወרደ ይB ከI
 ُעየـወרደ ወይ וእደ ዲ የאאׂשـ
ֹוይـዋ ץዘ ָאנወይ ֶַ וጥ נገץ
ֳـከ ُــየዘֹאנ٤ ይዘً ወይו
የץֹׁוዩ ክ ُـየֳـወጠُ ׁያው ው፤
ÃNÇ êU
Unit Price

"modified organism'' means any biological
entity which has been artificially synthesized,
or in which the genetic material or the
expression of any of its traits has been
changed by the introduction of any foreign
gene or any other chemical whether taken
from another organism, from a fossil
organism or artificially synthesized;
nU¶T Uz¤È ±.œ.q.Ü *¹þ1
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2/ “እI:ָ ֳُד ”ױውጥ ׁያው ُףםא
ወይُץֱוֳُ ו፣ ֳץוץו፣ ֳُץו፣ ወደ
ገ ץውጥ ֳדገֹُו፣ ወደ ውጪ ֳֶאክ፣
ُףዚُ ֳֳֶـדፍ፣ ֳـጤ ָׂُש፣ ዝግ
ֳُנוד፣ ֳדጓጓዝ፣ ֳገያ ֳדI)נ፣ ֳרው
ወይֳ וእ6 אድ٪kُُ ֳאጠוׂש፣
ֳוግ)ُ፣ ֳ ُ@אወይֳ וፋ)עካ ጥפ
ዕ:ُ דዋָ ው፤
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2/

"transaction'' means any making or use of any
modified organism in teaching, production,
import, export, transit, release, contained
production, transport, placing on the market,
or use as pharmaceutical, as food, as feed or
for processing;

3/

“making” means the development of a
modified
organism
through
modern
biotechnology;

4/

“contained use” means any operation in
which modified organisms are produced,
grown, stored, destroyed or used in some
other way including for teaching and research
isolated by physical and chemical barriers in
space not exceeding the requirement stated in
the appropriate directive issued by the
Authority with a view to effectively
preventing their contact with, and their
unintended impact on, human, animals and
the external environment;

5/ “የـጤ ָ ֳُד ”ׂُשከግዛx אጨ
ָ ُנטא ُווውጥ ׁያው ֳ
ግድ፣ ֳוግ)፣ ֳእץዳٍ וግ)፣ ካּתֹו
ֳדፅዳُ፣ ֳעדـדያُ፣ ֳץוץו፣
ֳـאዋُ xُ፣ ֳውz ውጥ ֹٍוץ፣
ֳእ6ُ @א፣ ֳרው ወይֳ וእ6ُ
ֱክו0 ወይ ֳֶַ וጥIא וዋָ ወደ
ካ ּתֹוዲዳד נድנግ ው፤

5/

“deliberate release” means any introduction
into the environment of a modified organism
based on an advance informed agreement and
includes, inter alia, any use in commerce,
food, aid food, remediation, teaching,
research, greenhouses, aqua-culture, animal
feed or other inputs for animals, medicines
for humans or animals, or disposal;

6/ “ከግዛx የאጨ  ֳُד ”ُווዚֱ
ዋጅ  ُנטאእድ እI: ױእዲ
ـገ ץከָםֳֹוጣp የרגጥ የ ዎٍ
ጽֽፍ ው፤

6/

“advance informed agreement” means a
written consent granted by the Authority for
the undertaking of a transaction in
accordance with this Proclamation;

7/

“placing on the market” means obtaining an
advance informed agreement for deliberate
release and making available to third parties a
modified organism for any use by selling,
giving away or in any other way, and
includes giving as aid food;

8/

“socio-economic impact” means any direct or
indirect adverse effect that results from a
transaction on the social or cultural
conditions, the livelihood or indigenous
knowledge systems or technologies of a local
community, including on the economy of the
country;

3/ “ ֳُד ”ُףםאዘא0ዊ ጥ ׁይወُ
ָውጥ ׁያው እዲገn דድנግ ው፤
4/ “ዝግ
ጠ:ר ֳُד ”וׂשው ወይו
እר6ُ ጤ0 ወይ  וካֶ ּתֹוይ
የגከ ָـያָׂٍשደ ـፅዕ@ ֳאከֶከָ
ּׁש6ዊ0 ጥ נገףዊ ከֳֶ ٍጥנው0
ָםֳֹוጣp ወጣው ـገּתው עאאያ
ከـፈׂשደው ፋُ ֳָֹוጠ qٍ ـወው
ָውጥ ׁያዋ እዲסר፣ እዲያድጉ፣
እዲከד٠፣ እዲወገዱ ወይُץֱוُ ו0  ץוץוጨא ֶַ ֲ צוገድ
ጥIֶ וይ እዲውִ דድנግ ው፤

7/ “ֳገያ דIָ ֳُד ”)נውጥ ׁያው
ֳـጤ ָדֳ ׂُשዋָ ከግዛx የאጨ
 ُווከ ֶ| ִׂשـእץዳٍ
וግ)ُ אጠُ ጨـ׳ֳ צוb ወገ
^ያጭ፣ ጦٍ ወይא ֶַ וገድ
ֳֶـדፍ ው፤
8/ “ףֱדዊ0 ኮ@גያዊ ـፅዕ@” ֳُד
ከדbው וእI:ׂש ױጥٍ ወይו
ـዘዋዋא עገድ የ ገ ץኮ@ג
ጨרנׁד צוq٤ ףֱדዊ ወይו
ֶֹׁוዊ BCٍዎ٤፣ የpُנטא צ፣ ץֹו
ዕው ׂُשወይ וጥ) ֶይ የגደץ
ִٍዊ ውጤُ ው፤
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9/ “ጠI”  ֳُדከየُbው וእI:ׂש ױ
ጥٍ ወይـ וዘዋዋא עገድ፣  ጭץ፣
אካከֳb ወይנ וጅ וጊዜ רው
ወይ וእ6 ጤ0፣ )ዝּ ׁይወُ፣
 ካּתֹו፣ רנֱדq٤ ףֱדዊ፣ ኮ@
גያዊ ወይֱֶֹו וዊ BCٍ፣ ወይו
 ገ ّעኮ@ג፣ ֶይ ֵከ ָـየג٤ָ
ደጋ ው፤

9/

0/ “ፕِצኮָ”
ֳُד
 ዋጅ
ּׁשጥץ
3)%2/09)(5 የፀደׂשው የ)ዝּ ׁይወُ
ኮ،^ የካٍץኼ0 የደׁׁ ـይወُ
ፕِצኮָ ው፤

10/ “Protocol” means the Cartagena Protocol on
Biosafety to the Convention on Biological
Diversity ratified by Proclamation No.
362/2003;

“risk” means direct or indirect, short,
medium or long-term danger that may befall
human or animal health, biological diversity,
the environment, socio-economic or cultural
conditions of local communities or the
economic condition of the country from any
transaction;

01/

“ָםጣ ያֳው )ף׀ዊ עםאያ xُ”
 ֳُדፕِצኮִ ከ ׂשጽ 7 እከ 02
የـዘנዘـ ُסግ ُףֹוእዲያፈፅו
ָውጥ ׁያው ወደ ُዮጵያ ከֶגክُ
ገא ץግָם ُםጣ የרـጠው וּהـ
ው፤

02/

“ָםֳֹוጣ”
ֳُד
 ዋጅ
ּׁשጥץ
2)(5/09)(5
የאּהּהـው
የُዮጵያ
ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ)ֵክ የ ካּתֹו
ጥ: ָםֳֹוጣ ው፤

12/ “Authority” means the Environmental
Protection Authority of the Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia established
pursuant to Proclamation No. 295/2002;

03/

“ָםጣ የרـጠው ፈ:ድ רጪ עםאያ
xُ”  ֳُדየግድ ወይ וየ ףםፈ:ድ
እዲרጥ ֱግ ָםጣ የרـጠው דb
ው וየאግ ُםካָ ው፤

13/ “competent licensing agency” means any
organ of government empowered by law to
issue a business license or a work permit;

04/

“ּבـጣጣ ֳُד ”עይֱ ዋጅ0  ዋጁ
 ُנטאየወጡ ደq٤0 עאאያዎ٤
אከْףው ֳנדጋገጥ የፍـ0 ֶַ
የּׁשጥጥ ץእוץጃ እዲወድ ָםֳֹוጣp
גያወጣው עאאያ  ُנטאየאـ
רው ው፤

14/ “inspector” means a person appointed
pursuant the directives issued by the
Authority to undertake examination and any
other control measures to ensure compliance
with this Proclamation and with regulations
and directives issued hereunder;

05/

“)ף׀ዊ የደֱׁ ـይወُ የנאጃ
ץםዓُ”  ֳُדፕِצኮִ
ׂשፅ !
ֳָ ُנטאውጥ ֱያዋ የגዘግּש
6ይ6ዊ፣ ጥֹוዊ፣ ካּתֹוያዊ0 ׁግ ክ
נאጃዎ٤0 የָውጥ ֱያዋ
ያያዝ
ֳאגከُ የָוድ ָውውጥ ֳדገُ
ָםֳֹוጣp የـዘנጋ ץםዓُ ው፤

15/ “national biosafety clearing-house” means a
system of acquisition and management of,
and access to, information established by the
Authority based on Article 20 of the Protocol
in order to facilitate the exchange of
scientific, technical, environmental and legal
information and experience with modified
organisms;

06/

“ክָָ” ُ ֳُדዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ
ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ)ֵክ ׁገ אግُם
ׂשጽ #7 የֳאـከـው דbው וክָָ
 ֲתየ ዲ  ֹוእ0 የድפዳዋ የከדـ
ـዳደצ٤ ይጨָףו፤

16/ “region” means any regional state referred to
in Article 47 of the Constitution of the
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and
includes the Addis Ababa and Dire Dawa city
administrations;

11/

“competent national authority” means the
institution of a country of export of any
modified organism designated by the
government of that exporting country to carry
out the functions stipulated under Articles 7
to 12 of the Protocol;

gA
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07/

“ ָאካ٤”
ֳُד
የגጠይׂשው
እI:דֳ ױካְድ ከግዛx የאጨ
ُוו
እዲרጠው
ֳָםֳֹוጣp
ያֳאከר ـው ው፤

08/

“ፈ:ድ የרـጠው רው”  ֳُדከግዛx
የאጨ  ُווከָםֳֹוጣp የרـጠው
רው ው፤

09/ “רው”  ֳُדየـፈጥר צው ወይׁ וግ
የרውُ  ُ)אየרـጠው ካָ ው፤
!/

דbው וወድ ጾٍ የـገֳጸው
 וُױይጨָףו፡፡

ጋገץ

3. የـፈጻ ُגወר
1/ የዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ እ0 /3/
ድጋጌዎ٤ እደـጠ @ֲ ּׁשይֱ ዋጅ
דbው וእI:ֶ ױይ ـፈፃג
ይֲ0ָ፡፡
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17/

“applicant” means any person who submits
an application to the Authority seeking an
advance informed agreement to engage in a
transaction;

18/

“authorized person” means any person who has
been given an advance informed agreement by the
Authority;

19/ “person” means a natural or juridical person;

20/ any expression in the masculine gender
includes the feminine.

3. Scope of Application
1/ Without prejudice to the provisions of subarticle (2) and (3) of this Article, this
Proclamation shall apply to any transaction.

2/

Any treaty, provided that it has been ratified
by Ethiopia, on the regulation of modified
organism that is to be used as a
pharmaceutical for humans, that is to transit
through Ethiopian territory or that has been
declared to have no adverse effect shall be
applied throughout the territory of Ethiopia.

3/

The Authority shall place information
regarding the transactions referred to under
sub-article (2) of this Article on the National
Biosafety Clearing House established under
Article 13 of this Proclamation.

2/ ُዮጵያ ያፀደׂש٤ው እከֲ ድרֳ נው
ׁክו0 የֲג፣ ُዮጵያ ግዛُ
ُףዚُ የגያָፍ ወይ וጎጂ ـፅዕ@
የודጣُ እድָ የֳው וየָ ֳֹוـውጥ
ׁያው የֳאגከُ ዓֳ וዓׂשፍ ُוו
ُዮጵያ ـፈጻ גይֲ0ָ፡፡
3/ ָםֳֹוጣp ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /2/
የـጠ ُשׂשእI:ױዎ٤ የֳאגከُ נאጃ
ዚֱ ዋጅ ׂשጽ 03 אּהּהـ ُנטאው
)ף׀ዊ የደׁׁ ـይወُ የנאጃ ץםዓُ
דገֳُ ֹُו፡፡

4.

የ ዋጁ ዓֶד
የ ዋጁ ዓֶר דው0 እ6ُ ጤ0፣ )ዝּ
ׁይወُ፣  ካּתֹו፣ רנ٭דq٤0  ጠ:ֶዩ וገֶ ץይ ከָውጥ ׁያዋ ֵደנ
የג٤ֳው ִٍዊ ـፅዕ@  ُנׂשדወይו
ּתያ እከ ٍוዊُ ደנጃ ድד נ6
ው፡፡

5. ከግዛx የאጨ ُוו
1/ የዚֱ
ዋጅ
ׂשጽ 3 ድጋጌዎ٤
እደـጠֲ ּׁשው ከግዛx የאጨ
 ُווያֶገ רው דbውו
እI: ُףדראֳ ױይፈׂשድֳُו፡፡

4. Objective of the Proclamation
The objective of this Proclamation is to protect human
and animal health, biological diversity and in general,
the environment , local communities and the country at
large by preventing or at least managing down to levels
of insignificance the adverse effects of modified
organisms.

5. Advance Informed Agreement
1/

Without prejudice to the provisions of Article
3 of this Proclamation, no person shall
engage in any transaction without obtaining
an advance informed agreement.

gA
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2/ דbውו
እI:ױ
ֳُףדרא
የגፈָግ רው ዚֱ
ዋጅ0  ዋጁ
ג ُנטאወጡُ ደq٤0 עאאያዎ٤
 ُנטאየـዘጋጀ ָאדከ٢ ֳָםֳֹוጣp
דIֳُ )נ፡፡
3/ ָםֳֹוጣp ከግዛx የאጨ ُוו
ֳאጠُ እዲ٢ֳው
ָאካ٠ ዚֱ
ዋጅ የֳאـከً ግዴٍዎ٤ ֳֶُחד
ּׂש
ዋُ0
እዲያ)ץׂש
אጠየI
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
6.

የ ָאካ٤ ግዴٍ
1/

ָאካ٠ የጠI ግוገדው ዚֱ
ዋጅ
ג ُנטאወጡ ደq٤0 עאאያዎ٤
) ُנטא:ُ ֳֹוው בֳֹוያ דካְድ0 ዘገֹו
דዘጋጀُ፣ ዘገֹוውָםֳֹו וጣp ያፈָጋִ
ካֶْው ከַֹ٤ רዶ٤ ጋָםֳֹוֳ ץጣp
דIֳُ )נ፡፡

2/ የጠI ግוገ דዘገֹוው ከዝץዝב ץያዊ
ٍُCው ـጨנֵ וד עדዳው
ג٤ָ  ּהּהየٍُCው ይዘُ ֹוጭס
ከያዘ אግֳጫ ጋא ץIֳُ )נ፡፡
3/ የጠI ግוገ דየדካְጃ0 ዘገ ֹוየדዘጋጃ
ወጪ  ָאካ٠ א₪ፈ ֳُ፡፡
7.

ֳא ُוየُ0 ጽፎ ֳאጠፍ
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2/

Any person who intends to engage in any
transaction shall submit to the Authority an
application prepared in accordance with this
Proclamation and regulations and directives
to be issued pursuant to this Proclamation.

3/

The Authority may, as a condition for giving
any advance informed agreement, require the
applicant to furnish a guarantee which shall
be sufficient to meet his obligations under
this Proclamation.

6. Responsibility of Applicant
1/ The applicant shall use a qualified expert to
undertake a risk assessment and prepare the
report in accordance with regulations and
directives
issued
pursuant
to
this
Proclamation and submit the same to the
Authority together with any other documents
determined as necessary by the Authority.
2/

Besides a detailed technical analysis, a risk
assessment report shall include a brief
statement summarizing the report in nontechnical terms.

3/

The cost of carrying out a risk assessment
and writing a risk assessment report shall be
borne by the applicant.

7. Identification and Labeling
1/

No transaction shall be carried out outside of
the contained conditions of a laboratory
unless the package of the modified organism
has been labeled in both Amharic and
English in accordance with the relevant
regulations and directives issued pursuant to
this Proclamation.

2/

It is prohibited to write “may contain
modified organisms” or any equivalent
unspecific statement on a label.

3/ ָውጥ ׁያዋ ጥIָ ውጥ የגገው
דbውו
ָውጥ
ׁያዉ
ُו
ֳـጠፈُ ጽBፍ ֶይ 6ይገָጹ ـאው
የـከֳከֳ ው፡፡

3/

It is prohibited to leave out any modified
organism that is in the package of a modified
organism unwritten on the label.

4/ דbውר וው ጥIִ ውጥ וו
ዓይُ ָውጥ ׁያው የדይገnُ ֲאp
ካנጋገጠ “ָውጥ ׁያው የֳُ ”וየָג
ጽBፍ ֳֵጥፍُ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

4/

Any person is entitled to write the words
“contains no modified organism” when the
product in a package is known to be free
from modified organisms.

1/ ዚֱ
ዋጅ ג ُנטאወጡ
ግُ)ֹו
ֶֹْוው ደq٤0 עאאያዎ٤  ُנטאየָውጥ
ׁያዉ ץד  ُוb0 እግֵዘb
ּהּהዎ٤ የגገָፅ ፅBፍ ָውጥ ׁያው ጥIָ
ֶይ ֳـָֹוጠፈُ ָውጥ ֱያው ከxב ـከף
ዝግ BCٍ ውጪ דbው וእI:א ױካְድ
የֳُו፡፡

2/ “ዘֶאנዊ ׁוድ0 የֳـወጠ ׁያው
ይገnُ ይֲ0ָ” የ ָגወይאـ ו66ይ
ግָጽ ያֲָ ጽBፍ ጥIִ ֶይ ֳאጠፍ
የـከֳከֳ ው፡፡

gA
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ָውጥ ׁያው ወደ

ገ ץውጥ דገֹُו

1/ ከግዛx የאጨ  ُוו6ይዙ ָውጥ
ׁያው ወደ
ገ ץውጥ דገֹُו
የـከֳከֳ ው፡፡
2/ ָውጥ ׁያው ወደ ገ ץውጥ ֳדገֹُו
ከግዛx የאጨ  ُווእዲרጥ
ከץׂשגው ָאדከ٢ ጋ ףየגያያዘው
נאጃ ُክክֳb0 የֲאֳ ֶחـp የֶኪው
ገָם ץጣ ያֳው )ף׀ዊ עםאያ
xُ  ִב٪ֶፊُ אውרዱ የעםאያ
xً ٪ֶፊ ፊדץው ያנጋገጠُ ֲא
ֳُ፡፡
9.
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8. Importation of Modified Organisms
1/ Importation of any modified organism without
obtaining an advance informed agreement is
prohibited.
2/

An application for an advance informed
agreement for the importation of a modified
organism shall be accompanied by a
statement signed by the head of the
competent national authority of the country
of export to the effect that the competent
national authority takes full responsibility for
the completeness and accuracy of the
information provided.

9. Making and other forms of Contained Use

ُףםא0 ַֹ٤ ዝግ ጠ:זׂש٤
1/ ָውጥ ׁያው የר ףרגው የגጠוׂשֹْוው ወֶጅ ׁያዋ ץֹׁוያُ፣ סוץו
የגካְድُ qٍ0 የ ካּתֹוው BCٍ
אገוገ וIድ אጥ:¬ אـ ׁץא ِץ6ይ6ዊً ֹוׂשـይُ ያֳው0
 ካֶ ּתֹוይ ጠI የדያከָُ ץףט
אከֵ ָـከ ُרየג٤ָ ጠI ወደ
ٍוዊُ ደנጃ ֳُ ׂשא፡፡

1/ Any person who makes a modified organism
shall take into account the characteristics of
the parental organisms used, the research site
and the surrounding environment, and apply
scientifically acceptable and environmentally
sound practices based on the precautionary
principle in order to minimize possible risks
to insignificant level.

2/ ዝግ የ ጠ: וׂשBCٍ ָውጥ ׁያው
ـጠ: גየֲ רው ـָֹוጤ ָׂُש
וክያُ የגከֳـው ጨד צוbውוו
ደጋ ֳُנׂשד
ፈֶጊ የֲp
የደֱُ
ጥ:¬ዎ٤
אወרዳْው
נדጋገጥ እ0 የףרـው ָውጥ ׁያው
ወይ וየዋֳُ
ገָግֹُ እዲBו
דbው וያָٍ רክא ُـዝገ)
אያዝ ֳُ፡፡

2/

Any person that uses a modified organism
under contained conditions shall ensure that
the necessary safety precautions, including
measures to limit the detrimental effects of
any unintentional release, are taken and shall
keep records of all the making or use of the
modified organism and of any unforeseen
event encountered.

3/

Any contained use shall take place only in a
facility registered by the Authority for such
use in accordance with regulations and
directives
issued
pursuant
to
this
Proclamation.

3/ ዝግ
ጠ: וׂשዚֱ
ዋጅ ُנטא
גወጡ ደq٤0 עאאያዎ٤ ُנטא
ֳዚB
ـግץֹו
דካְጃ
ָםֳֹוጣp
אـዝግq ፈ:ድ רـጠው qٍ )٢
אካְድ ֳُ፡፡
0. ُףዚُ ד6ֳፍ
1/ ָውጥ ׁያው ُዮጵያ ግዛُ ኩָ
ُףዚُ ֳד6ֳፍ የגፈָግ רው
ይֱp ֳָםֳֹוጣp Iድגያ ד6ወI
ֳُ፡፡
2/ ָםֳֹוጣp
ُዮጵያ
ግዛُ
ኩָ
ُףዚُ ּתያָፍ ደገb ֲ@ የגያገው
ָውጥ ׁያው ፕِצኮִ የנאጃ ץםዓُ
እዲገֳፅ דድנግ ֳُ፡፡

10. Transit
1/

A person who wishes to carry out any transit
of a modified organism through the territory
of Ethiopia shall notify the authority before
that transit takes place.

2/

The Authority shall place any modified
organism that it deems dangerous to transit
through the territory of Ethiopia in the
Biosafety Clearing-House of the Protocol.

gA
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11. Public Participation
01. የׁዝ) ـ6ُፎ
1/ ָםֳֹוጣp
የጠI
ግוገד
ዘገֹו
እደደרנው ዘገֹוው ׁዝ) ٍדወּׂשያ
ውٍצ٤ ኩָ ֳֳֹוድץዎ٤ נרדጨُ ከ ድ ወֳֶָ ץጠ ጊዜ ـያየِ٤ ֳُ )ר)רא፡፡
2/ ከግዛx የאጨ אֳ ُווጠُ
ወይאֳֶ וጠُ የـ ּשץׂשגያየِ٤ ָםֳֹוጣp ወרው የጊዜ ገደ)
ውጥ ጽֽፍ אIֹْוֳ )נው
02. )ף׀ዊ የደֱׁ ـይወُ נאጃ ץዓُ
1/ ָםֳֹוጣp )ף׀ዊ የደֱׁ ـይወُ
נאጃ ץםዓُ ֳُ וּהּהד፡፡
2/ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /1/ ُנטא
የאּהּהגው የደֱׁ ـይወُ נאጃ
ץםዓُ የגከנא ִُـጃዎ٤ אያዝ
ֳُ፡-

1/ The Authority shall, upon receipt of the risk
assessment report, disseminate it to the
relevant stakeholders through a public
notice and accept comments for a period of
not more than one month.
2/ Comments on the granting or refusal of an
advance informed agreement for the
transaction may be made in writing by any
person within the time limit specified by
the Authority.
12. National Biosafety Clearing-House

1/

The Authority shall establish a National
Biosafety Clearing-House.

2/ The National Biosafety Clearing-House to
be established pursuant to sub-article (1)
of this Article shall contain information on:

a)
/ ָውጥ ֱያዋ እው ׂُשያֶْው ُዮጵያ ውጥ የגገ® בֳֹוያዎ٤
ו፣
ድף0 ַֹ٤ ـዛדጅ
נאጃዎ٤፤
ֳ/ ወደ ገ ץውጥ እዲገּש0 ወደ ውጭ
እዲֶኩ ፈ:ድ የרـጣْው0 የـከֳከִ የָውጥ ֱያዋ ዝץዝץ፤
ּ/ ይֱ
ዋጅ גፈIደው
የָאד ּשנׂשከ٢ዎ٤፤

ُנטא

א/ ግ ُ)ֹוያֶْው ዋጆ٤፣ ደq٤፣
עאאያዎ٤0 የ  ץףטደq٤፤

b) a list of modified organisms that have
been approved and rejected for import
and export;
c)

ר/ דbው וግ ُ)ֹוያֳው የBֳُዮ^፣ ֱጉףዊ0 የ)ዙ ገצ٤ ווِ٤0 የ  ץףט°ደِ٤፤
₪/ ָውጥ ֱያዋ ወደ ገ ץውጥ ዲገּש
እ0 የـጤ ָ ׂُשእዲካְድֹْוው
ָםֳֹוጣp የፈׂשደُ የאጨ נው6C፤

applications lodged pursuant to the
provisions of this Proclamation;

d) relevant proclamations, directives,
guidelines and codes of practice;
e)

any national emergency response plan
to manage any accidental release;

f)

information required by the Authority
for giving an advance informed
agreement;

ט/ ያָـጤ ָ וּהּהאֳ ׂُשየـዘנጋ
דbውף׀) וዊ የ ደጋ ጊዜ
ዝግጅُ፤
נ/ ከግዛx የאጨ אֳ ُווጠُ
ָםֳֹוጣp የגፈָጋْው נאጃዎ٤፤

a roster of experts that shall include
the names, contact addresses and
relevant information on experts in
Ethiopia in modified organisms;

g) any relevant bilateral, regional and
multilateral
agreements
and
arrangements;
h) the Authority’s final decisions on the
importation and on the deliberate
release of modified organisms;
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ׂש/ ይֱ ዋጅ ֳדፈፀ וየגያፈָጉ
ַֹ٤ ـጨנא עדጃዎ٤፡፡

i)

other information that is required to
implement this Proclamation.

3/ ወደ )ף׀ዊ ደֱׁ ـይወُ የנאጃ
ץዓُ
ውጥ
የገּُש
ד0ْውו
ዘገֹוዎ٤0 רዶ٤ ֳׁዝ) ክፍُ ֲא
ֳֹْוው፡፡

3/

4/ ዚֱ
ዋጅ  ׂשጽ 03 ُנטא
וጢ ץእዲያዝ የـወנא ُרጃ ወደ
)ף׀ዊ የደֱׁ ـይወُ נאጃ ץםዓً
እዳይገ ֹוየـከֳከֳ ው፡፡

4/ Any information determined as confidential
pursuant to Article 13 of this Proclamation
shall not be placed on the National
Biosafety Clearing-House.

03. וጢ ץየגያዝ נאጃ
1/ እያዳዱ ָאካ٤ וጢ ץእዲያዙֳُ የגፈָጋْው נאጃዎ٤ ֳָםֳֹוጣp የד6ወI ֳ ُ)אው፡፡
2/ ֳደֱׁ ـይወُ0 ֳֶַ וክያُ
ፈֶጊ ֲאp וጢא ץጠI
የֳָُםֳֹו ֹ) וጣp ያُא
נאጃ ֳይِ ֳ ָאካ٠ ይገָጽֳָٍ፡፡
ָאካ٠ וዚB ይ ָדדወይו
ָאדከ٢ው ይץרዛָ፡፡
3/ የዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /1/ እ0 /2/
ድጋጌዎ٤ ָא  וס@ּתካ٠ የץׂשג ּُשየגከנא ִُـጃዎ٤ וጊዜו
וጢ ץዲያዙ ይፈׂשድו፡-

13. Confidential Information
1/

3/

Notwithstanding the provisions of subarticle (1) and (2) of this Article, in no case
may the following information supplied by
an applicant be kept confidential:
a)

ֳ/ ָውጥ ׁያው ֳאከٍ ָـየגያ٤ָ ዘዴ0 እIድ እዲB וየ ደጋ
גּהּהאያ ዝግጅُ፤

description of the modified organism,
name and address of the applicant,
purpose and location of the
transaction;

b) methods and plans for monitoring the
modified organism and for emergency
response;
c)

ּ/ ֵደ ץየג٤ָ ደጋ ግוገד፣ ֳـይ ٍ^ וየדያዝ ወይ וካּתֹו
የדወክ ـጽዕ@፡፡
ָאካ٠ Iץqُ የנው ָאדከ٢
ከנרዘ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /3/
ከـዘנዘ ץׂשـ ُסየנאጃው וጢףዊُ ָםֳֹוጣp אጠI ֳُ፡፡

Every applicant shall have a right to notify
the Authority specifying the information to
be treated as confidential.

2/ Following a written request by the applicant for
keeping information confidential, the Authority
shall determine the information which is
essential for biosafety and for other reasons not
to be confidential and inform the same to the
applicant. The applicant may then agree with
the Authority or withdraw his application.

/ የָውጥ ֱያው א ُוግֳጫ፣ የ ָאካ٠ ו0
ድף፣ የእI:ױው ዓֶד0 qٍ፤

4/

The public shall have access to any record
or document filed in the National
Biosafety Clearing-House.

4/

the evaluation of possible effects, in
particular
any
pathogenic
or
ecologically disruptive risks.

If the applicant withdraws the application, the
Authority shall respect the confidentiality of the
information except for that part referred to in
sub-article (3) of this Article.
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04. ው6C

רጣጥ

1/ ָםֳֹוጣp  ָאካ٠ የנׂשው እዲB וፕِצኮִ0 )ף׀ዊ የደֱـ
ׁይወُ የנאጃ ץםዓُ ውጥ የגገው נאጃ፣ የבֳֹוያዎ٤ ـ6)ר0
የየֳֹוድץዎ٤
ـያየُ דጤ0
ከֳאגከٍْው የאግ ُםካֶُ ጋץ
אאካከנׂש ץው ָאדከ٢ ֶይ ው6C
אጠُ ֳُ፡፡
2/ ው6C
ከראጠً
ፊُ
ָםֳֹוጣp
ፈֶጊ  ֹאየٍየው ـጨנא עדጃ
ָאካ٠ ዲያֵ )ץׂשጠይI ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
የـጠየׂשው נאጃ ያֶד נׂשbውו
ֳאካ٤
ָאדከ٢ው
እደנרዘ
ይּבጠָף፡፡
3/ ָםֳֹוጣp የבֳֹוያዎ٤
ـ6)ר0
የֳֹוድץዎ٤ ـያየِ٤ ደ ُשנ05
ׂש0ُ ውጥ የጠI ግוገ דዘገֹוው
אገוገו፡-
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14. Decision making
1/

The Authority shall make its decision on
the application by taking into account the
information presented by the applicant, the
information found in the Protocol and the
National
Biosafety
Clearing-Houses,
expert
opinion
and
stakeholders’
comments, and in consultation with the
concerned public agencies.

2/

The Authority may, prior to taking a
decision, request for further information as
it may deem necessary. Any applicant who
fails to supply the required further
information shall be deemed to have
withdrawn the application.

3/

The Authority shall, within 15 days after it
has received the opinion of experts as well
as stakeholders’ comments, evaluate the
risk assessment report and:

/ እI:ױው ከ ُוያֳፈ ጠI
የדያከָُ ֲאp ካ אዘገֹוው
ያֳ Iድ אBCٍ דጽደI ከግዛx
የאጨ  ًווይרጣָ፤

a)

ֳ/ ֵከ ִـየג٤ִ ጠּב٤  דـדnُ ֵወገዱ ወይ וወደ וُُ ደנጃ ֵ שׂשእደג٤ִ ካא
ዘገֹוው ያጸድI0 ጠּב٠ ֳאግٍُ የגያፈָጉ ግዴٍዎ٤ እዲ ִחከግዛx የאጨ ًוו
ይרጣָ፤

b) approve the report and issue an
advance informed agreement with
conditions that must be fulfilled in
order to eliminate or reduce to
insignificant level risks if it is
convinced that such risks can be
effectively contained;

ּ/ נא ֳـጃ የـደገፈ ው6C ֳאጠُ እዲ٢ֳው ָאካ٠ ـጨעד
נאጃ
እዲያ)ץׂש
ይጠይ:ָ፤
ወይו

c)

require the applicant to provide more
information to enable better informed
decision making; or

א/ ዘገֹוው ውድI דድנግ ከግዛx
የאጨ  ًווይከֳክֶָ፡፡

d)

reject the report and deny an advance
informed agreement.

4/ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /1/ ُנטא
ው6Cው ከרـጠ |ֶ  ድ 6 ُוጊዜ
ውጥ ָםֳֹוጣp የው6Cው Iጂ ወደ
)ף׀ዊ የደֱׁ ـይወُ የנאጃ
ץםዓُ דገֳُ ֹُו፡፡

4/

approve the report without conditions
and give its advance informed
agreement if it is convinced that the
transaction will not pose any
significant risk;

The Authority shall lodge a copy of the
decision given in accordance with subarticle (1) of this Article in the National
Biosafety Clearing-House within one week
of issuing it.
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05. ው6C ֳאከֳ

15. Review of Decision
1/

Any advance informed agreement given
may be revoked or subjected to additional
conditions if the authority obtains new
information that shows, or a review of
existing information indicates, any
significant risk from the modified
organism.

2/

Where information becomes available to
the applicant after receiving the advance
informed agreement on possible significant
risk, the applicant shall immediately notify
the Authority.

3/ רـጠው ከግዛx የאጨ ُוו
የـካד ــbው וግዴٍ 6ይ ֶחከנׂש
ָםֳֹוጣp እI:ױው ֵያוּבר0
ָውጥ ׁያው እዲወገድ ከ דድנግ
ድـ נገ @ֲ ּתያገው እוץጃ ֵወድ
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

3/

If any condition contained in an advance
informed agreement is not strictly
complied with, the Authority may take any
action that it may consider appropriate for
the immediate cessation of the transaction,
including the destruction of the modified
organism.

4/ ֳדbው וእI: ױከግዛx የאጨ
א ُווከָከִ וክያُ እደገ0
እዲٍይ የָאד )ץׂשגከ٢  ዲ
6ይ6ዊ נאጃ ከـደገፈ እደ
ዲ
ָאדከ٢ ድጋֵٍ גይ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡ ይֱ
ካֲֳ ግ ክָከֶው የፀ0 ይֲ0ָ፡፡

4/

Any application to reconsider a refusal of
an advance informed agreement for any
transaction shall be treated as a new
application if it is accompanied by new
scientific information. Otherwise a refusal
shall be final.

1/ ָםֳֹוጣp ֳָውጥ ׁያው ያገው
ዲ נאጃ ወይ וየנው נאጃ
תገאገ וከֹוድ ጠI ֵከ ָـእደג٤ָ
ካֳאከרـ ـጥِ የ נከግዛx የאጨ
נרֵ ُווዝ፣ ወይـ וጨעד
ግዴٍዎ٤ ֵካ ًُـይ٤ֶָ፡፡
2/

0 6.
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ָאካ٠ ከግዛx የאጨ ًוו
ካገ |ֶ ֵደגֳ ץ٤ָ ከֹוድ ጠI
נאጃ ካገ ֳָםֳֹוጣp ወዲያውp
ד6ወI ֳُ፡፡

ከግዛx የאጨ
የג٤ָُ ጊዜ

ُוו

ፀِ

ֵּבይ

1/ אׂשـጠው የጊዜ ገደ) ውጥ እI:ױው ካָـከ0ወ רـጥِ የ נከግዛx
የאጨ ـ ُווፈፃ ُגይנּהጣָ፡፡
2/ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /1/ ُנטא
רـጥِ የ נከግዛx የאጨ ُוו
ـፈፃנּהא ُגጥ ـገ ּُתየג:ወו
ָאካ٤ ـ:ውזው  ُו ףם
ׂש0ُ ውጥ ጽֽፍ ֳָםֳֹוጣp
דI )נይ٤ֶָ፡፡
3/ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ ُנטא
ָאדከ٢
ֳُ)ץׂשת
ָםֳֹוጣp
ከግዛx የאጨው ـ ُווፈፃُג
እዲףዘ וወይ וየጠI ግוገדው
እዲከֳ ወይ וድጋ גእዲ" ףר
የׂש ףם0ُ ውጥ אወֳُ ר፡፡

16. Duration of Validity of an Advance Informed
Agreement
1/

An advance informed agreement shall expire if
the transaction has not been performed within
the time frame set out for it during its approval.

2/

Any applicant who wishes to challenge the
appropriateness of expiry of an advance
informed agreement pursuant to sub-article
(1) of this Article may submit a written
application to that effect to the authority
within fifteen days from the date of expiry.

3/

Within 30 working days from the receipt of
an application pursuant to sub-article (2) of
this Article, the Authority shall decide
whether to extend the validity of the
advance informed agreement or to order
the revision or the redoing of the risk
assessment.

gA
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07. ፈ:ድ የרـጣْው רዎ٤ ግዴٍዎ٤

17. Duties of Authorized Persons
1/

Every authorized person shall, within the time
specified in the approved risk assessment
report, submit to the Authority a written report
on the transaction that he has been carrying out.

2/ ፈ:ድ የרـጠው דbውר וው ይዞٍው
ያֳው דbውֳ וገያ ያָנׂש
ָውጥ ׁያው ከָםֳֹוጣp ዲ ከግዛx
የאጨ  ُוו6ያገn ֳֶַ רው
6ָፎ እዲרጥ ይፈׂשድֳُו፡፡

2/

No authorized person shall transfer any
modified organism that has not been put on
the market to any other person without
obtaining a new advance informed
agreement from the Authority.

3/ דbው וፈ:ድ የרـጠው רው የרው0
የ 6ُ
ጤُ
እዲBו
ካּתֹו
ከדbው וጠI የגጠ)Iُ የ ደጋ
גּהּהאያ ָُ ዚֱ ዋጅ ג ُנטאወጡ
ደq٤0 עאאያዎ٤ ُנטא
ዘጋጅِ
ـאግֳُ ץ፡፡

3/

Any authorized person shall, in accordance with
regulations and directives to be issued pursuant
to this Proclamation, develop and implement his
own risk management strategy to protect human
and animal health and the environment from
any risk.

4/ דbው וፈ:ድ የרـጠው רው ይዞٍው
የד נbውָ וውጥ ׁያው ּתጠፋُ
ወይנרּת וIُ ወዲያውp ֳָםֳֹוጣp
ד6ወI ֳُ፡፡

4/

Every authorized person shall immediately
inform the Authority whenever any
modified organism is lost or stolen from
him.

1/ ፈ:ድ የרـጠው דbውר וው ጸደׂשው
የጠI ግוገ דዘገֳאـ ֹוከـው የጊዜ ገደ)
ውጥ ֳגያካ°ደው እI: ױየፅBፍ ዘገֹו
ֳָםֳֹוጣp דIֳُ )נ፡፡

08.
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ָםጣ የרـጣْው የፈ:ድ רጪ עםאያ
xِ٤ ـግُףֹו

18. Duties of Competent Licensing Agencies

1/ ָםጣ የרـጠው ፈ:ድ רጪ עטאያ
xُ ከግዛx የאጨ נׂשֶֶ ُוו
ָאካ٤ እI:ױው እዲያካְድ
ከאፍׂשድ የـከֳከֳ ው፡፡

1/

Every competent licensing agency is prohibited
from giving a license for any transaction uless
the applicant has submitted to it an advance
informed agreement.

2/ ָםֳֹוጣp የרጠው ከግዘx የאጨ
ת ُווያግድ ወይץרת וዝ ָםጣ
የרـጠው ፈ:ድ רጪ עםאያ xُ
ֵዚያው እI:ר ױጥُِ የנው
ፈ:ድ דገድ ወይנרא וዝ ֳُ፡፡

2/

Every competent licensing agency shall suspend
or cancel any license it has given following the
decision of the Authority to suspend or cancel
the advance informed agreement that it has
granted.

09. የּבـጣጣעዎ٤
የּבـጣጣעዎ٤ ָםጣ0 ـግץֹו
1/ דbውּבـ וጣጣ עየዚֱ ዋጅ0  ዋጁ
 ُנטאየגወጡ ደq٤0 עאאያዎ٤
אከْףው ֳנדጋገጥ፡-

/ דbውו
እI:ױ
ወደגካְድُ qٍ ወይ וּהـ וውጥ
דግֹُו፣
ֳ/ የגካְደው እI:א ױፈ^ـ0
ـדካከያ እוץጃዎ٤ እዲወרዱ
ُዕዛዝ אጠُ፣

19. Powers and Duties of Inspectors
1/

Any inspector may, for the purpose of
ensuring compliance with provisions of
this Proclamation and regulations and
directives to be issued pursuant to this
Proclamation:
a)

enter any place or facility in which a
transaction is taking place;

b) inspect and order the taking of any
corrective measures on the transaction
being carried out;

gA
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ּ/ እI: ױከגያካְደው רው ወይו
ከ٪ֶፊው נאጃ אጠየI0 דግُ፣

c)

א/ ከእI: ױጋ ץግ®ُ ያֳው
דbውא וዝገ) ወይר וድ
ץאץאא0
Iጅው
እዲרጠው
אጠየI፣ እ0

d) examine and obtain a copy of any
record or document related to a
transaction; and

ט/ የדbው ּׁש ו0ב0 ያֳ ክፍያ
אውרድ0
ፈֶጊ የֲ ፍـ
דካְድ ወይ וእዲካְድ דድנግ፣
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

e)

2/ דbውו
ּבـጣጣע
ዚֱ
ዋጅ
የרـጠው ָםጣ0 ـግُ ץֹוጋُ0
דֳֹוዳֶُ דከ0ወ እዲBـ וጠየׂש
ጊዜ ٍאወּׂשያው ד6የُ ֳُ፡፡

!. אግּתያ0 אውጫ qٍዎ٤ የגደנግ ּׁשጥጥץ
1/ דbውָ וውጥ ֱያው ይዞ ወደ ገץ
ውጥ የגገ ֹוወይ וከ ገ ץየגወጣ
ግֳא )רግּתያ ወይא וውጫ ס
ֶ ףይ ֳֶ የጉסוክ ـףטb ד6ወI
ֳُ፡፡

2/

request and obtain information from
any person carrying out or in charge of
the transaction;

take free of charge samples of any
material or substance as required and
carry out or cause to be carried out
tests he considers appropriate.

Every inspector shall exercise in due
diligence and impartiality in the discharge
of his powers and duties pursuant to this
Proclamation and shall show his identity
card whenever requested.

20. Inspections at Points of Entry and Exit

1/

Any person in possession of any modified
organism shall, on arrival or departure,
declare such possession to the customs
officer on duty at the point of entry or exit.

2/ דbው וየጉסוክ ـףטb ከግዛx
የאጨ  ُוו6ይ@ד ץbውו
ግֳָ )רውጥ ֱያው אያዙ ከጠנጠנ
ወይו
ָውጥ
ֱያው
ይዟָ
)ֹ
የጠנጠנው ጭُ ካገ ያግـው0
ֳָםֳֹוጣp ያ6ው:ָ፡፡

2/

Where a customs officer suspects that any
person is in possession of a modified
organism or any load contains any
modified organism, without a written
advance informed agreement, he shall
impound it and notify the Authority.

3/ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ ُנטא
የٍገـው ገ ץየጉסוክ ـףטbው
)ዝ ׁይወُ፣  ካ ּתֹוወይר וው
ወይ וእ6ُ ጤُ ֵደ שץየג٤ִ
ጠּב٤ גያ6 ዘዴ ያוׂשጠዋָ፡፡

3/

The customs officer shall store the
suspected modified organism referred to
under sub-article (2) of this Article in such
a manner that risks to biodiversity, the
environment or human health are
minimized.

4/ ָםֳֹוጣp ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ
ׂשጽ
/2/  ُנטאከٍገـው ገֶ ץይ 0ב0
ወዶ ָ ץאץאאውጥ ׁያው ያֳُ
ֲאֳ ֲאp נדጋገጥ ֳُ፡፡

4/

The Authority shall, by examining
samples, verify whether the impounded
material referred to under sub-article (2) of
this Article contains any modified
organism or not.

5/

If any organism surrendered to a customs
officer is determined by the Authority not
to be modified, the impounded amount
after reducing the amount used up during
analysis shall be returned to the person
who had surrendered it.

5/ የጉסוክ ـףטb የנـከው ׁያው
ָውጥ
ֲֳאp ዚֱ
ׂשጽ ዑ
ׂשጽ /4/ ـ ُנטאካְደ ፍـ
ከנـጋገጠ ֳ ףאץוጥIֶ וይ የዋֳው
אጠ )٢ ـֳ ُ׳ׂשـያዘُ רው
ֳُ ֳאא፡፡
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6/ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ ُנטא
ٍግِ የאׂשـጠው ገָ ץውጥ ׁያው
ֲאp ከנـጋገጠ0 " ׂש0ُ ውጥ
ከُዮጵያ
እዲወጣ
ካָـደנገ
ָםֳֹוጣp ד:ጠָ ወይـ וገֲ ּת
ֶַ אገድ እዲወገድ ያደץጋָ፡፡

6/

If the material impounded and stored
pursuant to sub-article (2) of this Article is
proved to contain any modified organism
and if it is not taken out of Ethiopia within
30 days, the Authority shall destroy it by
incineration or by any other method it
deems appropriate.

7/ ወደ
ገ ץውጥ የገָ ֹוውጥ ׁያው
ֹוׂשـይ
ጥِ ደ ُרנqٍ ከBֳُ
6ٍُו
ֶይ
ከּבየ
ָםֳֹוጣp
ከጉסוክ ـףטb ወይ וከֶַ ـገּת
የאግָםֳֹו ُםጣ ጋֲא ץ
ָውጥ
ֱያው
ወደ
אጣُ
ገץ
እዲ ֳאወይ וካּתֹוያዊ ֹוׂשـይُ
ֳֹוው ዘዴ እዲወገድ እוץጃ ֵወרድ
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

7/

Where any imported modified organism
remains unclaimed at the port of entry for
more than two weeks, the Authority,
together with a customs officer or other
appropriate government officer, may take
any action necessary to send back the
modified organism to the country if came
from or to dispose of it in an
environmentally sound manner.

8/ ـገּתው እוץጃ ֳֶאወרዱ ግֳጽ ጥፋُ
 ס@אካָנـጋገጠ  ץׂשـዚֱ ׂשጽ
ዑ ׂשጽ /3/ ٍ ُנטאግِ የאׂשـጠው ገ ץይዘً ָםֳֹו ^ֶּתጣpֲ ו
የጉסוክ ـףטbው ـጠያ ּׂשይֲpו፡፡

8/ Neither the Authority nor the customs official
shall be held liable for any deterioration in
storage in the condition of the contents of the
material impounded and stored under subarticle (3) of this Article unless manifest failure
to take reasonable measure is proved.

9/ ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ ׂשጽ /2/ ُנטא
ٍግِ የּבየው ָውጥ ֱያው ֳדወገድ
ֳאׂשדጥ ወይ ׳ֳא וወደ ውጪ
ֳֶאክ
የወጣው
דbውו
ወጪ
ٍገר ُـው א₪ፈ ֳُ፡፡

9/

!1.
!1. Iጣُ
1/ ወጀָ ׁግ ድጋጌዎ٤ የֳጠ የגያׂשጣ ካֲֳ ץׂשـ፡/ דbውר וው ֲ )ֹ רው ጤُ፣
)ዝּ
ׁይወُ፣
 ካּתֹו
ወይו
)ֶ ُנይ ጉዳُ ֳדድ נወይֶַ ו
אገድ ֳדወክ እI: ױካካְደ ከ0
ከ 05 ዓג ُאደ ץጽp እُףם
ይׂשጣָ፤

21.

All costs of any disposal, safe-keeping or
re-export of any load of modified organism
that has been impounded under sub-article
(2) of this Article shall be borne by the
person who had surrendered it.

Penalties
1/

Unless the act entails higher penalty under
the provisions of the Criminal Code:
a) any person who engages in any transaction
with the intention of causing harm to
human health, biological diversity, the
environment or property shall be
punishable with rigorous imprisonment
from 10 to 15 years.
b)

ֳ/ የዚֱ ዋጅ ድጋጌ ወይ וዚֱ ዋጅ
 ُנטאወጣ ደ) ወይעאא וያ
የـደገገው የֳֶـፈ דbውר וው ከ4
እከ 7 )ג ץደ ץየገዘ) ׂשאጮ
ወይ וከ ድ እከ  ُמዓג ُאደץ
እ ُףםወይ וBֳً וይׂשጣָ፡፡
2/ የወጀִ ድץጊُ የـፈጸאው ׁግ የרውُ
רـ ُ)אጠው ካָ  ֲתየIጣً ወ6ר
ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ)ֵክ
ወጀָ ׁግ ׂשጽ ( ድጋጌዎ٤ ُנטא
ይፈጸָד፡፡

any person who violates any provision of
this Proclamation or regulations or
directives issued pursuant to this
Proclamation shall be punishable with a
fine from Birr 4,000 to Birr 7,000 or with
imprisonment from one to three years or
both.

2/ Where the offense is committed by a juridical
person the penalty shall be determined in
accordance with the provisions of Article 90 of
the Criminal Code of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia.
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3/
3/

ֱግ የרውُ  ُ)אየרـጠው
ካָ
ጥፋُ תፈፅ וከגወׂשא ُרጮ
ـጨ עדየׁጉ אከנדֳ ץጋገጥ
אፈፀ וየגገֹוው ـግُ ץֹוጋُ
ያָـወጣው የ עא ףםዚֱ ׂשፅ ዑ
ׂשፅ /1/ /ֳ/  ُנטאይׂשጣָ፡፡

!2.
!2. ደ)0 עאאያ የדውጣُ
የדውጣُ ָםጣ
1/ የגkُצ٤ וክ ץxُ ይֱ
ዋጅ
ֳדፈጸ וየגያፈָጉ ደq٤ ֵያወጣ
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
2/ ָםֳֹוጣp ይֱ ዋጅ0 ዚֱ ׂשጽ
ዑ ׂשጽ /1/  ُנטאየወጡ ደq٤
ֳדፈጸ וየגያፈָጉ עאאያዎ٤
ֵያወጣ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

In the case of an offense committed by a
juridical person, in addition to the penalty
imposed to the entity, the officer of the
entity who has failed to exercise all due
diligence shall be punishable in accordance
with sub-article (1) (b) of this Article.

22. Power to Issue Regulation and Directive
1/ The Council of Ministers may issue
regulations
necessary
for
the
implementation of this Proclamation.
2/ The Authority may issue directives necessary for the implementation of this
Proclamation and regulations issued
pursuant to sub-article (1) of this Article.
23. Effective Date

!3.
!3. ›ªÌ ¾T>ì“uƒ Ñ>²?
ይֱ ዋጅ ፌዴ ָףጋ ُעጋዜጣ ٍُז
ከወጣُ  ׂשጀ צוየፀ0 ይֲ0ָ፡፡

This Proclamation shall enter into force up on
the date of publication in the Federal Negarit
Gazeta.
Done at Addis Ababa, this 9th day of September, 2009

ዲ  ֹוጳጉ ה4 ׂש
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